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Investing in the future
Karona believes strongly in offering you the finest quality finishes, without
compromising our environment in the process. To this end, we have assembled the
most advanced finishing system in the industry. The fully-computerized process
assures you of furniture-finish quality and consistency throughout your job, no matter
how many doors we build.
The UV finishing materials are water-based, and entirely environmentally-friendly.
The application and curing processes release minimal volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) into the air.
Your doors will give you a lifetime of warmth and beauty. The advanced coatings
we employ provide you with an attractive, durable surface that will last as long as
our doors.
Karona’s finishing systems allow you to explore architectural design options. They
meet or exceed AWI and WDMA specifications.
Karona’s Advanced Factory Finishing System
offers you standard colors such as those shown
at the right.
We can also custom match any existing stain
using our advanced color-analysis process. Just
provide us with a sample and we’ll do the rest.
Additional benefits to Karona’s Advanced
Factory Finishing System include:
• Superior clarity and grain enhancement
• Superior color consistency
• Automated flat-line system eliminates runs and
other quality issues
• While using some of the most advanced
finishes in the industry, you get greater value
with the cost-efficiency of a fully automated
process
For private homes or commercial installations
Karona offers you the confidence and peace of
mind of the finest products in the industry today. From design, to
material selection, to engineering, production, and shipping, Karona
takes the utmost pride in providing you with state-of-the-art solutions at
every level.
We offer nearly 6,000 standard door designs across all our catalogs.
We look forward to helping you express any style you desire. Inside
and out.
Residential interior products are covered by a limited lifetime
warranty. Commercial interior products are covered by a five-year
limited warranty. Contact your distributor or visit our website at www.
karonadoor.com for complete details.

www.karonadoor.com
Wood Characteristics: Wood is a natural material with character, color and grain patterns that vary, even when supplied from the same tree.
Varnish or Stain can alter the original color of the veneer. For this reason, stain samples requested may show slight variance in color range.
Finishes are for interior use only.

